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Abstract-This paper deals with the conditions that ensure the blow-up phenomenon or its 
absence for solutions of the system ut = A@ + v*enu, vt = Au” + uaeflv with homogeneous 
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1.’ INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the following boundary value problem: 
ut = Au’” + vPea”, vt = A# + uqepv, (z,t) E Q x (%T), 
u(z,t) = 0, v(z,t) = 0, (s,t) E (Xl x (O,T), (1.1) 
u(z, 0) = uo(z), v(z, 0) = vo(x), x E R. 
Here R is a bounded domain in RN, aL~,P20,m~{a,~}~~,min{~,~}21,p20,~L~, 
UO(X), and VO(X) are nonnegative continuous functions. 
Problem (1.1) involves a simple example of a strongly coupled nonlinear degenerate parabolic 
system describing heat transfer in a nonlinear medium with nonlinear heat sources. The local 
solubility of (1.1) is well known for p 2 1, q 2 1 in which case the reaction terms are locally 
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Lipschitz functions of the unknown. Moreover, for any p 2 0, q 2 0, the existence result may 
be obtained by a simple modification of the argument given in [1,2]. The main purpose of this 
paper is to get some conditions under which the solution of (1.1) exists globally (or blows up in 
finite time). More precisely, for a solution (u(z, t), ~(2, t)) of (l.l), we define 
T* = T*(u, w) = sup{T > 0 : (u,v) are bounded and satisfy (1.1)). 
Note that if T’ < +co, then we have 
in this case, we say that the solution blows up in finite time. 
In recent years, many important results have appeared on blow-up problems for nonlinear 
parabolic systems. Some of those results are stated below. 
In [3,4], Escobedo et al. studied the system 
Ut = Au + VP, 
ut = Au + UQ, (1.2) 
in R = IWN and in [1,4], system (1.2) in fl bounded with Dirichlet boundary conditions. In [1,4], 
the authors showed that for pq < 1 every solution of (1.2) is global, while for pq > 1 there are 
solutions that blow up and others that are global. 
However, in [2], Rossi and Wolanski discovered that the solution behaves in a different way 
when pq 5 1. In this case, if 0 is “thin” in one direction (it means that R is contained in a region 
bounded by two parallel hyperplanes that are close enough to each other), then the solution 
exists globally; but if R is “thick” enough (that is, it contains a sufficiently large ball), then every 
solution blows up. In particular, in [5,6], Galaktionov et al. considered the system 
ut = Au’+’ + ZIP, 
ut = Aurn+’ + uQ, 
(1.3) 
for (2, t) E R x (0, T) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions in the case of bounded R. 
They obtained the following results: 
(i) if 1 I p < 1 + 1, 1 5 q < m + 1, then every solution of (1.3) is global for any initial data; 
(ii) ifp = 1+1, q = m+l, and Xi > 1 (X 1 is the first eigenvalue of the problem Aw+xizu = 0, 
.‘c E R; w = 0, x E an), then the solution of (1.3) exists globally; 
(iii) if p = 1+ 1, q = m + 1, and 0 < Xi < 1, then the solution of (1.3) blows up in finite time; 
(iv) if pq > (1 + l)(l + 713) and (uc,vc) E W (W is a stable set defined in [5,6]), then the 
solution is global; 
(v) if pq > (1 + l)(l + m) and ( UO, vug) E V (V is a nonstable set), then the solution blows up 
in finite time. 
Similar blow-up and global existence results were obtained in [7] for the following fast diffusion 
parabolic system: 
ut = AC + VP, x E RN, t > 0, 
vt=Avp+uq, 
u(z,O) = ‘110(x) 2 0, 
(1.4) 
w(x,O) = We(X) 1 0, X6&P, 
where 0 < a, ,0 < 1, p > 1, q L 1, and pq 2 1. In [7], Q i and Levine obtained the following 
results: 
(a) ifpq < a/3+2max(p+p,cu+q)/N, then (1.4) h as no nontrivial global solution; 
(b) if o! = ,i3 and pq > c@ + 2 max (0 + p, cr + q)/N, then (1.4) has both nonglobal and global 
solutions. 
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In this paper, by a modification of the method given in [2], we also get some results which 
differ from [5,6] when pq 5 /.w. At the same time, we also generalize the results of [2]. Our main 
results are as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let pq I nu. 
(1) For any R, tlrere exists a solution of (1.1) that blows up in finite time. 
(2) If 52 is “thin” at least in one direction, then the solutions of (1.1) are global, provided that 
the initial functions are small enough. 
(3) If Cl is “thick” enough, then every nontrivial solution of (1.1) blows up in finite time. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let pq > J-W. 
(1) For any R, the solutions of (1.1) are global, provided that the initial functions are small 
enough. 
(2) For any R, there exists a solution of (1.1) that blows up in finite time. 
In the same way, we may study a similar boundary value problem for a single equation 
ut = AuP + uPeau 1 in R x (O,T), 
21 = 0, on an x (O,T), (1.5) 
u(z, 0) = uo(2), in x E R, 
where Q is a bounded domain in RN, Q > 0, p 2 0, p 2 1, and ug(x) is a nonnegative continuous 
function. 
THEOREM 1.3. 
(1) If p > m, or p 5 m and Q is “thin” at least in one direction, then there exist global 
solutions of (1.5) as well as solutions that blow up in finite time. 
(2) If p 5 m and R is “thick”, then every nontrivial solution of (1.5) blows up in finite time. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give several auxiliary propositions. 
In Section 3, which concerns global existence, we prove Statement (2) of Theorem 1.1 and State- 
ment (1) of Theorem 1.2. In Section 4, which deals with the blow-up phenomenon, we prove the 
rest of the statements of those theorems. 
2. SOME AUXILIARY PROPOSITIONS 
In this section, we state two propositions that play an important role in Sections 3 and 4. We 
begin with the definition of a weak solution of (1.1). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A weak solution to problem (I. 1) in R x (0, T) is a pair of nonnegative functions 
(~(5, t), ~(2, t)) that are bounded and continuous in fi x [0, T’] for any 0 < T’ < T and satisfy 
initial- boundary value conditions of (1 .l) as well as the integral identities 
T 
JJ [wit + uPA~r + wPeauvr] dxdt = w(x,~)dx - uo(xh(x,0)dx, 0 cl J R J 
T JJ [Wzt + v"b +uqePvq2] dxdt = n wy12(x, T) dx - [ vo(x)v2(x,o) dx, J 
(2.1) 
0 R 
for any 0 5 T < T and nonnegative functions nr(x,t), nz(x, t) E C2(n x [O,T)) which vanish on 
the boundary d R. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that (u, V) is a solution of (1.1) and let (a, V) satisfy the inequalities 
(2.2) 
with some 6 > 0. Then for all (x,t) E R x [O,t), we have ~(5, t) i E(x,t) and v(x,t) 5 8(x, t). 
- - 
The pair (u,v) is called a supersolution of (1.1). A subsolution of (1.1) is defined in a similar 
way. 
PROOF. Set to = sup {t 1 (a--u)(z, T) > 6/2, (ti-v)(x, T) > 6/2 in six [O, t)}, then we have to > 0. 
Suppose that to < T* (u, v) and there exists a point x0 E R such that either (u. - u)(xo, to) 5 6/2 
or (V - V)(XO, to) I 6/2. Without loss of generality, assume that (U - U)(XO, to) 5 S/2. 
On the other hand, set U = ii - u, then we have 
Ut > A (G’ - u”) + Upeaa - uPeaU 2 A (f (ii, U) U) , in fl x (O,to), 
U(x,t) 2 6, (xc,t) E dfi x (0,to), 
U(x,O) L 6, 2 E R, 
where f(ti, U) = (‘1Lp -+)/(G-U) > 6p-l in a x [0, to]. By the minimum principle, for any (x, t) E 
fi x [0, to), we have U(x, t) L 6, which is a contradiction to our assumption U(xo, to) 5 6/2. This 
completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Consider a ball B in JR N. Denote by X1 the first eigenvalue of -A in B under 
the zero Dirichlet condition on dB. By 4(x), we denote the corresponding eigenfunction such 
that 4(x) > 0 in B and & 4(x) dx = 1. Let w(x, t) be a solution of the following boundary value 
problem for a single equation: 
wt = Awm + Xe”lw, (x, t) E B x (0, T), 
w(x,t) = 0, (x,t) E aB x (O,T), (2.3) 
w(x,O) = wg(x) L 0, x E B. 
Assume that m 2 1, (u > 0, X 2 X1, and 
s 
we(x)@(x) dx > K(a, m), (2.4) 
B 
where the constant K(LY, m) satisfies the inequalities exp(crK(cu, m)/m) > K(a, m) > nz. Then 
.w(x, t) blows up in finite time. 
PROOF. Set 
J(t) = J w(x, t)c$(x) dx. B 
It follows that 
J’(t) = J w&(x) dx = J (Awm + Xeaw) 4(x) dx B B 
= --Xl 
J B wm4dx+X J eawq5 dx B (2.5) 
> X1 J (eaw - wm) 4(x) dx. B 
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Set 
@4 - m 
F(J) = 
c 7 C 2 G(a,m), 
eaG(a$m) - Gm(a, m), 0 < < < G(a,m), 
where the constant G(cr,m) satisfies the inequalities K(cu, m) > G(cr,m) > m, eaG(atm) > 
mGm-‘(cr,nz). Since F(t) is positive, convex and increasing in < if E 2 K(cr,m), by Jensen’s 
inequality, we get 
J’(t) 2 XrF(J(t)). 
Dividing (2.6) by F(J(t)) and integrating from 0 to t, we obtain 
(2.6) 
t& - 
s 
J(t) d< 1 O” d< 
Xl J(O) F(t3 ’ x J(O) eaE - Em J < +m. 
Thus, w(z, t) blows up in finite time. 
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
In this section, we prove Statement (2) of Theorem 1.1 and Statement (1) of Theorem 1.2. 
To this end, we construct supersolutions, bounded for any T > 0. We start with a preliminary 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p be a solution of Acp = -1 in 0, cp 2 0 in R, ‘p = 0 on 3R. Assume that there 
exist two numbers a > 0, b > 0 such that for some b > 0, the following inequalities hold: 
al_L 2 bp[& + (p]~l~e4~+441”‘, 
b” > aq [& + W]q/fie4W+~I”“, 
acpl’p(s) 2 Uo(x), 
b@“‘(x) L 210(x), 
x E R, 
x E CI. 
(3.1) 
Then there exists a global supersolution of (1.1). 
PROOF. It suffices to take 
B = a[6 + cp(~)]“~, 
v = b[6 + (p(x)]““. 
Then we have 
AE~ + UPpeac _ Q = -aI’ + bp[b + p]Plveaa[6+~l”” 5 0, 
Ajj” + pem _ vt = -b” + aq[J + p]q/~e@[J+~I”” < 0. 
- 
By Proposition 2.1, it follows that (S(x, t), G(x,t)) is a supersolution of (1.1)) since the verification 
of the required inequalities for the initial and boundary conditions is trivial. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
(a) If pq > PV, and the initial functions us(z), VO(X) in (1 .l) are small enough, then there 
exists a global supersolution of (1.1) for every domain R. 
(b) If pq 5 pu, and the initial functions us(x), us(x) in (1.1) are small enough, then there 
exists a global supersolution of (1.1) if supzEn ‘p (CC) is sufficiently small, where p is the 
function in Lemma 3.1. In particular, this is true if fi is thin at least in one direction. 
PROOF. We set 
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and we have to find two constants a > 0, b > 0 such that inequalities (3.1) hold. We obtain the 
system 
ap > (,PKP/Qa@” 
- 
b” > aqKq/+flbK”” ’ (3.2) 
(a) Assume that pq > pv. Then we set b = (af‘K-p~Ye(-aaK”” 1) l/P and arrive at the following 
inequality for a > 0: 
~-p~-aavK’/” > aPq-F’KPdhJ exp 
- 
ppa~/~e-baK’~‘“~l~ 
> 
. 
The right-hand side of this inequality vanishes as a + +0 while its left-hand side tends 
to K-P > 0. Therefore, this inequality holds for all sufficiently small a > 0. 
(b) Assume that pq i pv. Then for any p > 0, q > 0, there exist a > 0 and b > 0 
satisfying (3.2) provided that K is small enough. In fact, let 
then we choose two constants a and b (0 < a, b 5 1) such that 
since Q(Z) and Vo(z) are small enough. 
On the other hand, K is small if and only if supzEn p(z) and 6 are small. For instance, this 
is the case if s1 = (0, I) is an interval, q(z) = z(l - x)/2, and supzen v(z) = 12/2. 
We show that if the domain is thin enough at least in one direction, then the conclusion in (b) 
holds. To this end, we take a coordinate system such that 
fl cc [O, 11 x fJ [O, kj] = R. 
j=2 
For z1 E [O,I] and Y E n,“=, [O,kjl, we set 
dJL(Q,Y) = 
x1(1- 21) 
2 . 
Then AlC, = -1 in R, and $/an 2 0. 
Since $ > 0 in fi, by the comparison principle, we have $ 2 cp in R. But ]]$],I/L~(R) = 12/8, 
therefore, ]]cp]]Lm(s2) < 12/8. 
Finally, we choose 1 and b so small that K is small enough (we have K 5 6 + 12/8). The 
constant K being fixed, we take two constants a and b satisfying (3.3). The proof of (b) is 
completed. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 (2) AND THEOREM 1.2 (1). It suffices to combine Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, 
and take uc(z) < acp’/“(z) and Q(Z) 5 b@/“(z). Here cp(z) is defined as in Lemma 3.1. The 
proof of Theorem 1.1 (2) and Theorem 1.2 (1) is completed. 
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4. BLOW-UP RESULTS 
In this section, we consider blow-up solutions to problem (1.1). We shall prove Statements 
(l),(3) of Theorem 1.1 and Statement (2) of Theorem 1.2. To this end, we use the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p > 0, q > 0, and !2 be arbitrary. Fix any ~(2) > 0 in 1;2 and any ‘us(z) > 0 
in 0. There exist ko > 0 and ~a > 0 such that if k > ko and y > 70, then the solution of (1 .l) 
with initial data (kuo(z), ye(z)) blows up in finite time. 
PROOF. Let B cc R be a ball such that ~01~ 2 EO > 0, ~01~ > EO > 0. (This ball exists 
because ‘(LO and va are positive and continuous.) 
Fix X > Xi and ko such that & kcua(z)4(zr) dz > 2K(p, a), where K(cx, p) and $J(x) are same 
as in Proposition 2.2. Let ~(z,t) satisfy (2.2) with wa(z) = (l/2) kouo(z). Then w(z, t) blows 
up in finite time, say T. 
Let Q = Gp,(z, t) be the solution of the following boundary value problem: 
apt = A@‘, in R x (O,T), 
cp = 0, on ast x (O,T), 
(4.1) 
@(2,0) = 2210(X), 
2 
in R, 
where y > 0. Take k > ko and assume that (uk, vY) is the solution of (1.1) with kuo(z) instead 
of uc(z), and yve(z) instead of Q,(X). By the comparison principle, we have @‘r(~, t) 5 vy(z, t). 
Hence, for every y > 70 = 2X1’P/ea, we get 
Now, let us compare uk(z, t) with w(z, t). We have 
in B x (O,T), 
on dB x (O,T), (4.2) 
in B. 
Therefore, uk(z, t) 2 w(z, t) in B x [O,T). By Proposition 2.2, it follows that uk(z, t) blows up 
in finite time T, 5 T. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Statement (1) of Theorem 1.1 and Statement (2) of Theorem 1.2 are immediate corollaries of 
Lemma 4.1. 
Finally, we prove the blow-up result (3) of Theorem 1.2 for arbitrary nontrivial initial values 
(ue, vc) in “thick” domains provided that pq 5 pv. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. (3). D enote Bk = {X E RN 1 1x1 < k}, k E R+. Take a function q&(z) 
such that q5i E C2(Bi), 41 > 0 in BI, &/a~~ = 0, and A&(z) L c > 0 if &(x) 5 Ci. 
Set @k(Z) = &(z/k) (k E R+). We have 
dk(z) > 0 in Bk, 
if @k(x) 5 cl, 
In Bk, we seek a subsolution of (1.1) having the following form: 
(4.3) 
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where a(t) and b(t) are increasing positive functions that tend to infinity together with t, 
while a(0) and b(0) are arbitrary positive constants. We have to verify that 
ZJ(Z, t) 5 Auc” + QpeaS, 
~(z, t) < AgV + gqePz, (4.4) 
or, equivalently 
a’(t)&” 5 aH(t + bP(t)0~‘veaa(t)91”‘, 
b’(t)#:‘” 5 b”(t)&Sk + .q(t)~~l~eBb(t)~:“‘. 
It suffices to prove the inequalities 
a’(t)Cp < ~.aP(0), 
b’(t)+” 5 ;*byo), 
for z such that &(x) < Cr, and the inequalities 
a’(t)C~‘lp 5 --$.a@(t) + bP(t)Cr’veaa(t)Ci”‘, 
b’(t)C,1’” 5 --$.bv(t) + aq(t)C~““eBb(t)C~‘“, 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
for x such that & > Cr, here CZ = sup.&& f&(x). Since pq 5 puv, we have min {p//~,q/v} 5 1. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that p/p 5 1. 
CASE I. First, we consider the case where min{a,/?} > 0. Let a(t) = @'l(t), b(t) = et + b(O). 
Using the condition pq 5 puv, we shall prove that for every positive a(0) and b(O), there exists E > 0 
such that (u(t), b(t)) satisfies (4.6) and (4.7) if Ic is large enough. In order to prove (4.6), it is 
enough to verify 
l/c1 
E.PC1 < abp+l-plfi(O)k-2, 
p - 
E@ 5 ok-2b”(0). 
The constant k will be chosen later. Once k is fixed, it is clear that (4.6) holds if E is small 
enough, the choice of E depending on b(0). 
Now we consider (4.7). If we take k large enough such that L/k2 5 (l/2) Cf”v, then the first 
inequality in (4.7) is satisfied for 
On the other hand, the second inequality in (4.7) holds if 
&i/’ 5 _$ b”(t) + bpq/~(t)C~l”e/3b(t)C~‘“. 
Let M be a constant such that 
,pc:/“z 
for x > b(0) > 0. 
Then it is enough to have (assuming MC:/“/2 1 L/k2) 
EC;/” 5 MC,Y”b+(O) 
2 . 
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Therefore, it is clear that once we have chosen lc (L/k2 5 (l/2) min {MCf’I”, C,“‘“}), there 
exists E small enough (depending on k, a(O), and b(0)) such that b(t) = ~t+b(O) and a(t) = P/p(t) 
verify (4.6) and (4.7). 
CASE II. In the case where (I: = 0 and p > 0, the proof is similar to Case I, and we omit it. 
CASE III. 
(a) Assume that (u > 0, /? = 0, and q/v 5 1. Let b(t) = a”/“(t) and a(t) = et + b(0). By 
argument as in Case I, we obtain the desired result. 
(b) Assume that pi > 0, p = 0, and q/y > 1. Let a(t) = b(t) = a! + a(O). Since pq 2 PV, 
we’only need to prove that for any positive a(O), there exists E > 0 such that the pair 
(u(t), b(t)) satisfies (4.6) and (4.7) if k is large enough. For (4.6), it suffices to verify 
EC:‘P I $1’(O)’ 
&” 5 $X”(O). 
(4.8) 
Once k is fixed, it is clear that (4.8) holds for E small enough, the choice of E depending 
on u(0). 
In order tb obtain (4.7), we choose a constant k such that L/k2 5 (l/2) u’J-“(0)C~‘p. Then 
the second inequality in (4.7) is satisfied if we take E such that 
Further, the first inequality in (4.7) holds if 
&l/P 5 _; a”(t) + .P(t)C~lueao(t)C:“‘. 
2 
Let &l be such that 
@‘Cl VPz 
XWP 2 fi, 
for 2 >_ u(O) > 0. 
Then it suffices to verify (assuming a@“/2 > L/k2) that 
Choose k such that L/k2 5 (l/2) {uq-“(O)C:‘“, A?ICf’“}. It is clear that there exists E small 
enough (depending on k and u(O)) such that (4.6) and (4.7) hold for u(t) = b(t) = et + u(O). 
Therefore, for any initial ug(x) and we(x), we can take two constants u(O) and b(0) such 
that u(O)4:““(x) 5 Q(X) and b(0)&‘V(x) 5 WI(X) in Bk. Using the subsolution constructed 
above, we prove easily our Theorem 1.1 (3). 
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